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1. INTRODUCTION 
The well known formula 
13+23+.. . + k3 = (k(k + 1)/2)2 
shows in particular that the sum of the first k consecutive cubes is in fact a 
square. A lot of related diophantine problems have been studied. For instance, 
Stroeker [Str] considered the question, for which integers m > 1 one can find 
non-trivial solutions of m3 + (m + 1)3 + . . + (m + k - 1)3 = C2. In particular 
he found all solutions with 1 < m < 51 and with m = 98. Several authors con- 
sidered the question of finding sums of consecutive squares which are them- 
selves squares; see, e.g., [P-R] and references given there. In our paper [K-T] we 
considered this problem from a geometric point of view by exploiting a con- 
nection between solutions and rational points on the rational elliptic surface 
given by 6y2 = (x3 - x) - (t3 - t). 
Here we present a similar treatment of the equation 
(1.1) m3 + (m + 1)3 + (m + 2)3 + . ..+ (m + k - 1)3 = Z3. 
It turns out that (1.1) determines a so-called singular K3 surface. Although our 
emphasis will be on geometric and arithmetic algebraic properties of this sur- 
face, we will note some consequences for the diophantine equation. In partic- 
ular, we show that infinitely many non-trivial solutions exist; a result that was 
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already known to C. Pagliani in 1829/30. Pagliani’s solutions can be regarded 
as points on a rational curve in the K3 surface. 
By putting 
(1.2) x = k, y=2m+k-1 1 z = 21, 
the equation eqmkl becomes 
(1.3) xy(x2 + y2 - 1) = z3. 
This equation (1.3) determines an algebraic surface in the alhne space A3. We 
consider the projective model of it, given by 
This surface has some singular points. Denote by S the minimal non-singular 
model of SO. We will show that the surface S is a K3 surface whose Picard 
number is 20, which is maximal for a K3 surface defined over a field of char- 
acteristic 0. Such K3 surfaces with maximal Picard number have been classified 
by Shioda and Inose [S-I]. 
In sections 2 and 3 we study geometric properties of the surface S. We con- 
struct some elliptic fibrations on it and determine the N&on-Severi group of S. 
Moreover, we find the Shioda-Inose class of this surface. It turns out that he 
elliptic fibrations we construct, do not have sections which would produce in- 
finitely many non-trivial solutions to the original diophantine equation. In 
section 4 we describe a base change of one of the elliptic pencils. Using this, we 
do find infinitely many non-trivial solutions to (1.1). It turns out that precisely 
the same solutions already appeared in 1829/30 in work of C. Pagliani. 
Section 5 gives a description of the surface Sand the base change we present, in 
terms of the product of two curves. This is used in section 6 to determine the 
Hasse-Weil zeta function of S over Q. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF so 
2.1. Symmetry 
The original diophantine problem asks for solutions to (1.1) in positive integers. 
This restriction, however, is not an essential one. For example, (m, k, I) = 
(-2,8,6) is a solution to eqmkl. Then, observing 
(-2)3 + (-1)3 + O3 + l3 + 23 +33 +43 + 53 = 63, 
we find another solution (m, k, I) = (3,3,6) corresponding to 33 + 43 + 53 = 
63. This reflects an instance of the action of a certain group of symmetries on 
the set of solutions; one can always find a nonnegative solution in the orbit of a 
solution. These symmetries are conveniently described in terms of the co- 
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ordinates introduced in (1.2). There are obvious involutions acting on (1.3), 
namely 
71 : (x,.JJ,z) +-+ C-&Y, -zL 
T2 : (x7 Y, z) - (x, -Y, -z), 
73 : (XT Y, z) - (v, x, z>. 
These involutions generate a group of order 8, which is isomorphic to the di- 
hedral group Da. The symmetry may be seen clearly in Figure 1. 
6 
Figure 1 
It is easy to see that (m, k, I) is an integral solution to (1.1) if and only if (x,y, z) 
is an integral solution to (1.3) such that x and y have different parity. 
The surface SO admits another automorphism given by 
74 : (X,.Y,Z)++ (X,Y,WZ), 
where w is a primitive third root of unity. We see that 74 commutes with q,r2 
and 73, and thus 71,. . . , r4 forms a group isomorphic to D4 x C3, where C3 is 
the cyclic group of order 3. It is not difficult to see that these are the only auto- 
morphisms of SO induced from those of P3. 
2.2. Singularities 
The surface SO has the following five singular points 
(x:Y:z:w)=(o:o:o:1), (fl:O:O:l), (O:fl:O:l), 
all of whom are rational double points. These are the only singularities of SO. 
Hence by the following result one concludes that the minimal non-singular 
model S of SO is a K3 surface. 
Proposition 2.1. [P-T-vdV, Proposition 2.11 Any surfuce which is the minimal 
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resolution of singularities of a surface given by a degreefour equation in projective 
3-space with at most rational double points as singularities, is a K3 surface. 
Note that all of the singularities of Se are of type Al, and thus the fibre of 
S + So above each singular point consists of two rational curves. This can be 
seen directly, but it also follows from the results in the next section since the 
resolution of singularities is built-in in Tate’s algorithm for determining the 
singular fibers of an elliptic pencil. 
2.3. Lines contained in SO 
The surface SO contains the following lines: 
e. x=0 
‘. z=o 1 E2 : 1 Y=O x=0 z=o e3 : 1 w=o 
e.4 :
{ 
Y=O 
w=o 
es: x=iy 
{ 
&j : 
X= -iY 
w=o { w=o 
x=w 
t7 : 
{ 
x=w x=w 
E9 : 
Y=Z 
es : 
{ Y=wZ 1 Y =w’z 
!I0 : 
1 
x=-w 
&II : 
1 
x=-w x=-w 
Y=-z Y=-UJZ 
e12 : 
{ y = -Jz 
El3 : 
1 
Y=W 
x=z 
(14 : 
{ 
Y= w Y=W 
x=wz 
e15 : 
{ x =&,.‘z 
P,6 : 
i 
Y=-w Y=-w 
x=-z 
817 : 
{ 
Y=-w 
x = -wz 
El8 : 
{ x = -w2z. 
The group of symmetries generated by {ri, .. . .74} acts on this set of lines. It 
divides the set into four orbits: {kil Pz}, {as! &}, {Ps, &} and {f?,, . . . , El*}. With 
the aid of the description of the Net-on-Severi group of S in terms of an elliptic 
fibration, one can in fact show that these are the only lines contained in SO. 
However, we will not need this in the sequel. 
3. ELLIPTIC FIBRATIONS ON s AND THE NiRON-SEVER1 GROUP 
By regarding y as a constant in (1.3), one obtains a plane cubic curve in the xz- 
plane. It is easy to see that these cubic curves are nonsingular except for finitely 
many values of y. This implies that the map SO + A’ given by (x, y, z)-y de- 
termines an elliptic fibration EI : S -, P I. Moreover, since (x! z) = (0,O) is a 
rational point on each fiber, cl admits a section no : P’ + S, which we desig- 
nate as the O-section. 
Let z be the generic point of the base curve P’, and let E, be the fiber of El at t. 
This is nothing but the curve defined over Q(t) obtained by replacing y by t in 
(1.3). Using the change of variables 
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1 
x, = P3 - f)z 
y1 _ (t3 ” t>* 
x ’ 
the curve Et can be written in the Weierstrass form 
(3.4) Et : y; = x; - t4(t2 - 1)3. 
The bad fibers of the fibration ~1 are easily determined using Tate’s algorithm. 
They are given in the table below. Here, we denote by m, (resp. m!‘)) the number 
of irreducible (resp. simple) components in the fiber of EI at t, and we denote by 
x the (topological) Euler number of the bad fiber. 
Kodaira type x M, WI:‘) Group 
structure 
IV* 87 3 6, x n/3n 
1; 65 4 G, x (z/2q2 
IV 43 3 6, x n/32 
Here group structure means the structure of a special fiber of the Net-on model 
of Et/C(t). In order to determine the N&on-Severi group of SC = S xo @, we 
need to determine the Mordell-Weil group Et(C(t)). We observe that the image 
of the lines Ct , . . . , & in S are components of bad fibers. It turns out that the 
lines e7,. . . , e18 determine sections of ~1. For example, e7 is transformed to the 
section 
01 = (t*(t* - l), t*(t* - 1)‘). 
Note that this corresponds to the trivial parametric solution 
(m, k, I) = (m, 0, m) to the original equation (1.1). Since the curve Et/C(t) has 
complex multiplication by Q(w), we see that 
[L+i = (Wt*(t* - l), ?(P - 1)‘). 
is also a section, It corresponds to the line es in S 
Proposition 3.1. 
I. The Mordell-Weil group Et(C(t)) is isomorphic to Z @ Z, and it is gen- 
erated by crt and [w]ai. 
2 The Mordell- Weil lattice of EI over C(t) is isomorphic to A;, the dual lattice 
of the root lattice AZ. 
3 The surface S is a singular K3 surface. The determinant of its N&on-Severi 
lattice is -48. 
Recall that the Mordell-Weil lattice in the sense of Shioda [Shi] of an elliptic 
surface with section consists of the Mordell-Weil group modulo torsion of its 
generic fiber, together with twice the canonical height pairing on it. Also, a K3 
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surface in characteristic zero is called singular (or exceptional) if its Neron- 
Severi group has the maximal rank, which is 20. 
Proof. We first determine the torsion subgroup Et(C( t))tors. It is known that 
the specialization map E/(C(t)),,,, -3 E::(C) for any to E @ is always injective 
even when the fiber is a bad fiber (see [M-P, Lemma 1.1 (b)]); here EP(@(t)) de- 
notes the subgroup of Et(C(t)) consisting of all points which specialize to 
smooth points in E,,(C). Moreover, the notation Ey(C) is used for the group 
of smooth points in E,,(C), which is also the connected component of zero of 
the fiber over to in the N&on model of E,. Considering the table of bad fibers 
above, one observes that EI(C(t)),,,, is a subgroup of both @ x Z/32 and 
Cc x (Z/2Z)2. Th’ is implies that Er(@(t))t,,, is trivial. 
Since 01 is not the zero section, we conclude that it has infinite order. Also, 
since the Mordell-Weil group is in fact a module over End(E,) E Z[w], it follows 
that (11 and [w]gi are independent. 
The rank of the N&on-Severi group of S and the rank of the Mordell-Weil 
group are related by the Shioda-Tate formula, which says that 
rank NS(S) = 2 + C (m, - 1) + rank EJC(t)). 
From the calculation of the bad fibers and the fact that rank NS(S) 5 20 one 
concludes that the rank of E((C(t)) is at most 2, hence equal to 2. It follows that 
the rank of NS(S) is 20 and therefore S is a singular K3 surface. 
Next we compute the canonical height pairing for (01, [u]al}. This is easily 
done using [Kuw], and one finds the matrix - -- : :, ( ). -- :, f 
This shows again that CT~ and [w]ai are linearly independent. We use the com- 
putation to conclude that {gi, [w]q} generates the Mordell-Weil group. If the 
Mordell-Weil group Et(C(t)) would be strictly larger than the group generated 
by gi and [wIgi, then Et(C(t)) must contain an element whose canonical height 
is less than l/3. However, the a priori lower bound for the canonical height 
calculated by using the method of [Kuw] is l/3 in the present case. Hence 01 
and [w]ai generate E[(C(t)). 
Let us denote by MW the Mordell-Weil lattice of E, in the sense of Shioda 
[Shi]. The pairing on MW is given by twice the canonical height pairing; i.e., it 
is given by the matrix 
3 -$ 
( ). -- : 2 
Hence, M W is isomorphic to A;, and we have 
,detNS(S), = IP$)ldetMWl =3.4.4.3. f _48 
I-WWhors12 1 -. 
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Since by the Hodge index theorem det NS(S) is negative, one concludes that 
detNS(S) = -48. 0 
According to the classification of Shioda-Ipose [S-I], there are four non- 
isomorphic singular K3 surfaces whose N&on-Severi lattices have determinant 
-48. The transcendental lattice of such a surface is isomorphic to one of the 
lattices given by the Gram matrices 
(a :4)1 (: :7). (: 08). (: :) 
Proposition 3.2. The surface S is isomorphic over Q(i, w) to the quartic surface in 
P3 de$ned by the equation S’ : X’(X’3 + Y’3) = Z’(Z’3 + W’3). As a con- 
sequence, S corresponds to the matrix i i 
( 1 
in the Shioda-Inose classijication. 
Proof. Consider the family of planes passing through the line es. The intersec- 
tion of SO and a plane in this family is es and a plane cubic curve. This yields 
another elliptic fibration ~2 : S + P’. Setting t = W/(X - iY) and using a 
standard algorithm we can convert the fiber at the generic point to the Weier- 
strass form 
y2 = x3 - 432t2(t - 1)2(t + 1)2(t2 + 1)2, 
where the transformation is given by 
X = 72Jk(t2 + 1)2, Y = 3y - 36&%(t4 - 
Z = -6J-‘“j(t* + 1)x, W = -t(3iy - 36&t(t2 
117 
+ 3)(t2 + 1)). 
This fibration has six fibers of type IV at t = 0, fl, fi, co. The same fibration 
can be obtained by starting from the surface S’ given by 
X’(X’3 + Y’s) = Z’(Z’3 + w’s). 
Namely, with t = Z//X’, using the transformation 
X’ = -2(t4 + 1)y - tx2 + 12tsx - 72t(t4 - 1)2, 
Y’ = -2(2t4 - 1)y + tx2 - 12t3(t4 - 1)x + 72t(t4 - l), 
Z’ = t( - 2(t4 + 1)y - tx2 + 12t3x - 72t(t4 - l)‘), 
W’ = 2t(t4 - 2)y + t2x2 + 12(t4 - 1)x - 72t6(t4 - l), 
one finds exactly the same Weierstras equation. Since S’ is nonsingular and 
minimal, we conclude that S and S’ are isomorphic. 
A result of Inose [Ino] shows that S’ corresponds to the matrix i i in the 
Shioda-Inose classification. This proves the assertion. •i 
( ) 
Remark 3.3. The Shioda-Tate formula shows that the Mordell-Weil rank of the 
fibration ~2 is 20 - 2 - 6 x 2 = 6. However, since the transformation from the 
(X, Y, Z, W)-coordinates to the affine (x, y, t)-coordinates used here is not de- 
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fined over Q, one cannot expect sections of ~2 to correspond to solutions to our 
original diophantine problem. 
4. A POLYNOMIAL SOLUTION AND A BASE CHANGE 
From Proposition 3.1 one deduces that ~~(~(~)) is generated by 61. A simple 
calculation shows that 
p]g, =: (;r2(r’ +s), $P(t” - 20r2 - 8)) 
is a polynomial solution to (3.4), but this does not correspond to a polynomial 
solution to (1.3), as we have 
C&Z) = 
8(t2 - 1)2 2t(t2 + 8)(t* - 1) 
t4 - 20t2 ’ ’ - 8 t4--Of2 -8 
Since [~]cQ, [4fai, etc., do not yield a polynomial solution to (1.3), we suspect 
that the elliptic fibration E, gives no non-trivial parametric solutions to the 
original question. In fact, we can prove the following by an elementary argu- 
ment. 
Proposition 4.1. The only p~~y~~~iffl so~ut~~n~ of theory (f(t), &g(t)) to the 
equation (1.3) are (i 1, t, t). 
Proof. Suppose that a polynomial p(t) which is relatively prime to 
t(t - I)(t + 1) dividesf(t). Sincep(t) does not divide tCf(t)2 + t2 - l), its cube 
p(t)3 divides j”(t). Thus, we may write ‘f(t) = tff(t - l)$(t + 1}~~~(~)3 
(0 5 cy, p, y < 2). Sincefo(t) divides g(t), we write g(t) =fo(t)go(t). The poly- 
nomialsf, (t) and go(t) satisfy the equation 
?+i(t - 1)3Q + 1)3’fo(t)6 + ta+‘(t - l)p+i(, + 1)Y” = go(Q3. 
The degree of the left hand side is max{3(cu -+ /3 + y) + 6degfe + 1, a + ,L? 
+y+3},butthisequals3(~+~fy)+6degfo$-lexceptinthecasecr=~= 
Y=degfo=O. S ince the degree of the right hand side is a multiple of 3, the 
degree of the left hand side cannot equal 3(o + ,13 + y) I- 6 degfo -I- 1. Thus, we 
have (Y = p = y = degfo = 0. In other wordsf,(t) must be a constant and the 
only possibilities for this constant are f I, which lead to the solutions (f I, t, t). 
Observe that if we set E = u3 in (3.4), then we find a solution given as 
(xi,yr) = (u4(u6 - l),O). This is a 2-torsion section of the elliptic surface cor- 
responding to 
y: = x: - z&*+6 - 1)3. 
Setting y2 = yi /u6 and x2 = xi/u4, a minimal Weierstrass equation 
E;:~;=.x;-(u~-~)~ 
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is obtained. Let r be the above torsion section and let 0; be the section of E: 
coming from gr. We have that 
7-E (6 1,O) 
a; = (f+” - l), (u6 - l)‘), 
and 
&0; + 7 = ((u’ + 2)(u4 + u2 + l), 73(u4 + u2 + 1)‘). 
The latter sections correspond to 
i 
X = *A@* - I)* 
Y = u 33 
Z = f&U2 - l)(u2 + 2). 
as solutions to the equation (1.3). Taking the positive sign, and interchanging x 
and y, one obtains the following solution to (1.1): 
I 
m = ;(u - l)(u3 - 2u* - 424 - 4) 
k =u3 
I I $u* = - l)(u2 + 2). 
For integer values of u not divisible by 3, the m, k and 1 given above become 
integers. Thus, possibly after using the symmetries mentioned in section 2.1, 
they give (infinitely many nontrivial) solutions to the original diophantine 
problem. For instance, u = 2 leads to the solution 33 + 43 + 53 = 63. It should 
be remarked here that this parametric solutions is in fact very old: according to 
[Di, p. 5821 it already appeared in a paper by C. Pagliani which was published in 
1829-1830. 
Using a computer we found that (1.3) has precisely 32 solutions in integers 
0 < y 5 x 5 106. Of these, 15 (almost half of them!) correspond to values of u 
as above. 
5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF s 
We will now study the geometry and arithmetic of the surface S a bit more 
closely. To this end, the elliptic fibration E, and the base change Eh will be used. 
Denote by E- the elliptic curve over Q corresponding to the Weierstrass 
equation y * = x3 - 1. Also, define a curve C over Q by s* = u6 - 1. Note that C 
is hyperelliptic and of genus 2. The hyperelliptic involution on C will be written 
as L; by definition L(U, S) = (u, -s). Using the map [-l] on E- as well, one ob- 
tains an involution (L x [-11) on the product C x E-. 
Proposition 5.1. With notations as introduced above, the quotient (C x E-)/ 
(L x [-11) ’ 6’ t’ LV wa lonally isomorphic over Q to EL. 
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Proof. The function field of C x E- over Q is Q(u, x)[s, y] (with the relations 
y2 =x3 - 1 and s2 = u6 - 1). The function field of the quotient by L x [-l] is 
the subfield of all functions invariant under (u, x, s, y) H (u, x, -s, -y). Over Q, 
these invariants are generated by u, X’ = s2x and Y’ = s3y. The relation be- 
tween these is Y’2 = X’3 - (u6 - 1)3, so one finds precisely the function field of 
EL over Q. 0 
Using a primitive cube root of unity w E a one defines [w] E Aut(E-) by 
[w](x,y) = (wx, y). Similarly we take ‘p E Aut(C) given by cp(u,s) = (w2u,s). 
Note that [w] and cp are not defined over Q, but the finite groups of auto- 
morphisms they generate is. As a consequence, a quotient such as 
(C x E-)/(L x [-11, ‘p x [w]) is defined over Q. 
Proposition 5.2. The surface S, or equivalently its elliptic jibration Et, is bi- 
rationally isomorphic over Q to (C x E-)/(6 x [- 11, cp x [w]). 
Proof. Consider the surjection EL -+ Er given by 
(UJ’, Y’) I-+ (t,X, Y) = (u3,u4X’,u6Y’). 
This is in fact the quotient map for the group of automorphisms on EL gener- 
ated by (u,X’, Y’) ( t+ ~~21, wX’, Y’). This generator can be lifted to the auto- 
morphism cp x [w] on C x E-. Using proposition 5.1 above now finishes the 
proof. q 
In the next section it will be explained how the above description allows one to 
compute the number of FPn-rational points on the reduction S modp in an easy 
way. As a preparation to that, we now consider the second cohomology group 
Hz(S) = H2(S, C). The cycle class map allows one to view the N&on-Severi 
group of S as a part of H2(S; it generates a linear subspace of dimension 20 in 
our case. The orthogonal complement (with respect to cup product) of this will 
be denoted H:(S). In terms of the Hodge decomposition of H2(S), since S is a 
singular K3 surface, one has H:(S) = H2>O(S) $ HO?‘(S) in the present situa- 
tion. Using the relation between S and C x E- explained above, one regards 
N:(S) as the subspace of Hz(C x E-) on which L x [-l] and cp x [w] act trivi- 
ally. Since the Kiinneth components H’(C) @ H’(E-) and Ho(C) @ H’(E-) 
of H 2( C x E -) are algebraic, this means that Hz(S) can be seen as a subspace 
of H’(C) 8 H’(E-). 
Note that the latter tensor product has dimension 8. To understand it even 
better we introduce the elliptic curve E +, defined over Q by the equation 
q2 =e3 + 1. One has a morphism 7ri : C--f Ef, given by ri(u,s) = 
(t = -u -2, n = su -3). The global differential given by d</q is pulled back to 
2(du/s) under ~1. Hence it follows that under the pull back map 7r;, the space 
H1 (E+) is mapped to the - I-eigenspace in H1 (C) for the automorphism $ 
given by $(u,s) = (-u, s). Similarly, using 772 : C + E- given by ‘ITZ(U,S) =
(x = u2, y = s) one computes r;(dx/y) = 2 u u s an concludes that n; maps (d / ) d 
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H’(E) to the +l-eigenspace in H’(C) for $. Hence using (~1 x 7rz)* one 
identifies 
H’(C) @ H’(E-) = (H’(E+) @ H’(E-)) @ (H’(E-) @ H’(E-)). 
We claim that under this identification, the subspace Hz(S) coincides with the 
transcendental part H:(E+ x E-) inside H’ (Ef) @ H ‘(E-). To see this, note 
that the latter transcendental part is generated by the holomorphic form 
(d</v) @ (dx/y) and its anti-holomorphic complex conjugate. Using r;, this 
holomorphic form corresponds to 2(&/s) @ (dx/y), which is invariant under 
both L x [-l] and ‘p x [w], hence it (and its complex conjugate) is in H:(S). 
Since this space is 2-dimensional, the claim is proven. 
Remark. The proofs provided in this section in fact describe an inclusion of 
function fields Q(C x E-) I Q(E:) > Q(E,). It is easily verified that the com- 
position of these inclusions corresponds to the finite (in fact, cyclic of degree 6) 
map II, : C x Ep + Et = S which assigns to a point (u, s), (~0,~s) E C x E- 
the point with coordinates x = s/ys,y = u3, z = usx~/y~ on S. The cyclic group 
of order 6 for which we take the quotient here, turns out to have precisely 16 
orbits in C x E- consisting of less than 6 points. Blowing up the quotient sin- 
gularities obtained in this way, yields 16 (independent) elements in the Neron- 
Severi group of S. In fact this provides an alternative way to see that S has 
N&on-Severi rank 20: One can lift the 4 generators of the N&on-Severi group 
of E- x E- to cycles in C x E-, and push them forward to S. In this way 20 
independent elements are obtained, as follows immediately by computing their 
intersection numbers. 
As a final remark, consider the morphism C -+ E- given by PH Q(P) + 
(0,l). The graph of this morphism defines a curve in C x E-, and the image in 
Et of this curve under $ is precisely the ‘polynomial section’ described by Pa- 
gliani in 1829/30 and by us in the previous section. 
6. COUNTING POINTS ON s OVER FINITE FIELDS 
Since S is a singular K3 surface, one knows from [S-I] that for sufficiently large 
extensions K of the finite prime field lFp one can describe the number of K-ra- 
tional points on the reduction of S in terms of a Hecke character. However, it is 
not easy to describe, for which field extensions K their result gives the number 
of points. For the present example, we present a Hecke character which gives 
the number of rational points over all finite fields. Although this does not seem 
to have an immediate relation to the problem of sums of consecutive cubes, it is 
included here because it is an interesting and nontrivial problem for singular 
K3’s over number fields in general, and not many interesting examples where 
this has been done have been published. One may note that the present case 
turns out to be much simpler than, e.g., the example described in [P-T-vdV]. 
To compute the number of points on S over finite fields, the C-adic cohomol- 
ogy groups H’ = Hi(Sa, Qt) are used. These spaces are GQ = Gal(a/Q)- 
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modules. One knows Ho 2 Cl++ with the trivial Galois action and 
ZZ4 2 C&(-2), which means that H4 is a &-vector space of dimension 1 and a 
Frobenius element cP E Go at a prime p acts on it by multiplication by p2. 
Furthermore, since S is an elliptic surface with base 5” it follows that 
H * = H3 = (0). Given a Frobenius element cup E Go at a ‘good’ primep f ! (in 
our situation ‘good’ means that one of the equations defining S gives a K3 sur- 
face over lFP as well; this happens whenp # 2,3), the number of points over lFPn 
on the reduction mod p of S is given by the Lefschetz trace formula 
We will make this explicit by studying H2(Sa, Q&J). 
There exists a Go-equivariant cycle class map which injects the N&on-Severi 
group of S into ZZ2(SG, Qe( 1)), which is the same space H2 but with a different 
Galois action: aP acts on Hz(5’;iii, Qe) exactly as pq, does on H”(Sa, ~~(1)). 
Write His. for the subspace of Z-Z*(S,,Qe) generated by the N&on-Severi 
group, and ZZZ for the orthogonal complement. Both spaces are Go-invariant, 
and of course 
trace($]ZZ*(SG, a[)) = trace(~~l~~s) + trace(a,“]H:,). 
Proposition 6.1. For p f 2,3, C prime and aP E GQ a Frobenius element at p, one 
has 
trace($]ZZ.&) = 16p” + 3(:)np” + (:)‘p’. 
Proof. By what is said above, it suffices to compute the action of a Frobenius 
element up on a set of generators of the N&on-Severi group. Using the elliptic 
fibration Et, we study such generators. 
Firstly, there are the zero section and a fiber. On each of these cP acts trivi- 
ally, so they contributepn +pn = 2pn to our trace. 
Next we consider the sections (~1 and [w]ar. Note that since CT~ + [w]ar+ 
[ij]~~r = 0 in the group law, it follows that ob([w]~r) = --or - [w]~r in case 
((-3/p)) = -1.0 n t h e other hand, ~1 is fixed under every element of Go. So it 
follows that these two sections contribute (1 + (-3/p) “)p” to the trace. 
It remains to compute the contributions from the irreducible components of 
the singular fibers, which do not meet the zero section. These fibers are over 
t = 0, t = fl and t = m Over t = 0, the fibre is of type IV* and all its compo- 
nents turn out to be rational. Hence they contribute 6~” to our trace. 
Over t = fl one finds fibers of type Z$. Of the components not meeting the 
zero section, one is always rational. With T a coordinate on this one, the other 
three meet it in points satisfying T3 - (&2)3 = 0. Hence two of them are inter- 
changed by Gal(Q(w)/Q) and the third one is rational. This means that one 
obtains 
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2(P~+p”+ (I+ ($)‘)pg =6*~+2(~)np~ 
from these fibers to the trace. 
To study the fiber over t = 00, one changes coordinates using jj = t -“y, i = 
tp4x and s = t -‘. The elliptic fibration Et is then given by j2 = 53- s2( 1 - .s~)~. 
Over t = 00, which corresponds to s = 0, one finds a fiber of type IV. The two 
components not meeting the zero section are interchanged by Gal(Q(i)/Q). 
Hence they add (1 + (( -4/~))~ )p” to the trace. 
Summing all contributions now proves the proposition. Cl 
The Go-space H; will be our next object to study. Recall that we already 
showed it is related to H;“,(&,Q ) . e m which A = Ef x E-. In fact, this was 
only done for complex cohomology, but using a comparison theorem and no- 
ting that the morphisms C x E- + S and C -+ E+ x E- we used are defined 
over Q, the same holds for &adic cohomology. So one concludes 
trace(op”]Hz) = trace(a,“]Hz(A,, Qe)). 
It is relatively standard how this latter trace is computed, as will be explained 
now. 
It has been shown that Hz c H i (E+) @ H 1 (E-). This Ki.inneth component 
in Gadic cohomology is Go-invariant, for instance because its orthogonal 
complement, which is generated by the cycle classes of (0) x E- and 
E+ x {0}, obviously is. Note that Z[w] is the endomorphism ring of both 
E+, E-, and all these endomorphisms are defined over Q(w). Hence the 2-di- 
mensional Qp-vector spaces H 1 (E’) are in fact free rank 1 modules over 
Qe @ Z[w]. In particular, this means that when we restrict the Galois action to - 
GQcw) = Gal(Q/Q(w)), then it becomes abelian, i.e., it factors over the Galois 
group of the maximal abelian extension of Q(w). By class field theory this im- 
plies that our actions on H * (E*) are given by Hecke characters, which will be 
denoted x’, x-, respectively. These characters will now be described. 
Write K = Q(w). The Hecke characters x* can be thought of as products 
n, x,f in which the product is taken over all places of K (including the infinite 
one). Here xv is a multiplicative character; for u = 00 it is given by 
For finite places one has x: : KG + Q(w)*. These characters have the prop- 
erty that for a place v not dividing (2) or (3), and v corresponding to a (princi- 
pal) prime ideal (x) of norm q in Z[w], one has that x,’ sends any uniformizing 
element of K,, to the generator of (K) which as an element of the endomorphism 
ring of E* gives after reduction modulo (x) the qth power endomorphism. In 
particular, for such v one has that xz is 1 on all elements of K, which have 
valuation 0. If oi, E Go is a Frobenius element at a prime p # 2,3, then (for n 
non-zero) 
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trace(c$“lH’(E*)) = $ x,f(7ru)‘, 
in which 7rC, f K, is any uniformizing element and wheref, is the degree of the 
extension K,,/QP. Moreover, trace($] jH1 (E*)) = 0 when& does not divide m. 
An explicit description of the xf now boils down to finding the 4th power 
endomorphism on E * over IF,. In case p # 2 is a prime number E 2 mod 3, the 
square of the pth power map has to be considered, and this equals [-p] as en- 
domorphism (the reduction of both Ef, E- is supersingular in this case). When 
p E 1 mod 3, both primes above p in Z[w] are primes of ordinary reduction for 
E”. So here the full endomorphism ring in characteristicp is Z&J], and we have 
to find out which element the pth power map corresponds to. Firstly, this map 
has degree p, so we look for an element of norm p. Next, the map is inseparable, 
so we want an element whose reduction modulo the prime of Z[w] under con- 
sideration is 0, This implies we want a generator 7r of the prime ideal under 
consideration. To find out which generator, consider some torsion points on 
E*. Note that since p = 1 mod 3, all the Z-torsion points on both Ef are ra- 
tional over ffPF,. Hence the pth power map 71; fixes the 2-torsion, which implies 
that 2](~ - 1). Moreover, both [w] and [G] act the same way (in fact, act trivially) 
on the points with X- or <-coordinate 0. Hence these points are in the kernel of 
[w-i;j] = [v’-??].Th is map has degree 3, so we found all the (J--l?torsion. On 
E+, these points are If,-rational, so it follows ?r zz 1 mod 2&? in this case. This 
determines r. For E-, the pth power map acts as I-+1] on the [&??I-torsion 
when p = 1 mod 12, so in this case again rr is determined by r z 1 mod 2&% 
However, when p -_ 7 mod 12 then the pth power map acts as [-l] on the 
[-]-torsion, hence rr is determined by a z -1 mod 2a. 
For completeness, and to allow us to relate H: to a modular form later on, 
we also describe the x,i for ‘u] (2){3). These can be found using that 
J,‘J, x,,(x) = 1, where x E Q!(w) and where the product is over all places ‘u of 
Q(w). Furthermore, the local units &[w] * and Z,[U] * are known to have finite 
image, hence we know that this image has to be inside the 6th roots of unity. So 
in particular all sufficiently small subgroups 1 + 2 “222 [w] resp. 
I + (~)“Zs[w], which consist of only 6th powers, are mapped to 1. Since 
there is only one prime above each of (2), (3), we denote the associated local 
characters by x$ and xc respectively. One computes: 
I For p = 3 one identifies 
Then both xl;i. and x; are trivial on 1 + (a), and on Z3[w] * they are given 
using the identification above. Next, x z( fl) = G. 
2 Forp = 2, identify 
Then x2+ is trivial on 1 + 2Zz[w], and it is given by this identification on &[w] *. 
Moreover, x;(2) = -2. 
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The character x; turns out to be trivial on 1 + 4&[w], and on i?2[w] * it is 
given by 
x;(u) = (-1)@-1)‘2X2+(U) 
Finally, x;(2) = -2. 
From the discussion above it is clear that the restriction to G+) of the GQ- 
representation Hz(A) is given by the product x = x+x-. Namely, over Q(w, i) 
one finds two copies of Ga;pjw,i)-representation in H’(E+) @ N’(E-), corres- 
ponding to the graph of an isomorphism between these elliptic curves, and the 
composition of that graph with [w]. These representations correspond to the 
Hecke character (in fact, Dirichlet character) x+X_. Hence the remaining 
transcendental part corresponds to x. 
The explicit description of x * shows that x3 is in fact trivial on the units 
&[w] *. In fact, one computes that x is a Hecke character of conductor (2)4. 
Since such Hecke characters are well known to be intimately related to modular 
forms, one concludes using e.g. [Top, Theorem 2.4.21 that the L-series attached 
to Hz, which equals 
L(s, x) = n (1 - Xs.(%)%V’, 
7Jf2 
is in fact the L-series of a cusp form of weight 3 and character (2) for rs(48). 
If one works out the correspondence between this cusp form f and the L- 
series in more detail, one finds thatf is given by the q-expansion 
1 
6 c 
(m f nw)5& + mw)-~qmz-mn+~2. 
m,n~Z 
(nt,n) it;l (0,O) mod2 
Hence one finds 
f = q + 3q3 - 2q7 + 9q9 - 22q’3 - 26q’9 - 6q2’ + 25q*5 
+ 27q27 + 46q” + 26937 - 66q39 + 22q43 - 45q49.. . 
It was pointed out to us by Ken Ono that this cusp form has the following des- 
cription. Denote by q(z) the Dedekind eta-function, i.e., the function given by 
V(2) = e2w24 j-j, I 1 (1 _ e2nin “). Using the famous transformation rules for 77 it 
is not hard to verify that 
g(z) := 
n( 12$%4Q 
r1(2z)377(6z)3r1(8z)3~(24z)3 
is a modular form of weight 3 and character (+) for ro(48) as well. Comparing 
coefficients in fact shows that f = g, hence our L-series is the one associated 
with this product of eta-functions. 
The above discussion allows one to compute the number of points on the 
somewhat abstractly defined variety S over finite fields. However, since it is a 
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purely combinatorial matter (compare[vG-T]) to describe the difference be- 
tween S(lFpn) and the set {(t,x,y) E lF$,) 1 y2 = x3 - t4(t2 - 1)3} we will for ex- 
plicitness state the final result of the above discussion in terms of this explicit 
equation. 
Theorem 6.2. Supposep 2 5 is a 
(3P 
rime number and n > 0 an integer. The number 
N(p,n) ofsolutions (t,x,y) E FP” to theequationy2 =x3 - t4(t2 - 1)3} isgiven 
b 
N(p,n) =p2”+pn + (-3p)“p”+a,., 
in which aPn is given by any of the two following descriptions. 
1 aPn is the coejicient of qp” in the cusp form f of weight 3 and character (2) 
for ro(48) given by 
qrI 
(1 - qi2”)9(l - q4”)9 
n>l (1 -q2”)3(1 -q6”)3(1 -qs”)3(1 -q24+ 
2 Forp E 2 mod 3 one has apn = 0 whenever n is odd, and ap” = p” whenever 
n is even. 
Forp~lmod3,writep=m2-mn+n2.Thenap~=cw”+~”,inwhicha= 
(-4p)w”(m + n~)~, and where the exponent a is chosen such that m + nw- 
w” E 2Z[w]. 
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